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On October 2nd will be held the third Commencement of World War II at Rose Polytechnic Institute.
We hope that many of you, alumni and friends, will be
able to return to the college to help celebrate this weekend, but we realize that the majority of you are too
busy in war industries or in the Armed Forces. We
shall extend your congratulations with ours to the
members of the Class of October, 1943 of Rose as they
begin active participation in the war effort.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

What's he got that you didn't have?
AMONG MANY Tams already certain are endless human comforts
made possible by plastics...shoes withoutleather...hats without
felt...new kinds of suit and dress materials, as well as an almost
endless number of home conveniences,that"neither moth nor rust
doth corrupt."
You, perhaps, think of plastics as substances which can be
molded into articles such as the toy in the child's hand ...or into
a telephone hand set .or colorful kitchen ware. But imagine beyond that. Imagine man-made materials which can be made as
strong, pound for pound,as metal...or which can be spun as fine
as the most delicate fibers. Imagine substances which can be made
as clear as crystal...or as colorful as the rainbow ...as elastic and
flexible as rubber...or as rigid as stone.
Imagine materials which can be made acid-resistant or weatherresistant...shrink-proof, warp-proof, insect- or mold-proof. Imagine materials which are new substances in themselves, and which
also transform familiar substances like wood,cloth, paper,leather,
and even glass into new and more useful materials.Then you will

begin to see what plastics can mean in the way of better houses,
better cars, better clothes, better food containers...for your child
...and for you.
The research which has characterized both BAKELITE CORPOR.,
ATIoN and CARBIDE AND CARBON CHEMICALS CORPORATION, Units
of UCC,has enabled them to show the way in the development
and application of plastics and resins.
Resins and plastics, developed during the years before the war,
are proving of extreme importance in essential activities of today.
BAKELITE and VINYLITE resins and plastics help to insure the unfailing performance of battleships, aircraft, and tanks.They also
extend the service life of military clothing and equipment, and
hospital and surgical supplies. They are serving on all fronts.
These resins and plastics, and the new uses for them which are
being developed today, will be important in the peace to come.
They are among the things which will make a better world for you.
BUY UNITED STATES WAR BO.NDS AND STAMPS

UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 East 42nd Street 1110 New York, N. Y.
Principal Products and Units in the United States
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The Oxweld Railroad Service Company
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A True Engineering Education
How many of us who are today attending college in the various schools throughout the
country really know in what manner to measure the actual value of a college education? This
question is perhaps most apropos when asked of men seeking an engineering degree, for it
is within engineering schools that we find the most drastic misconception of what a college
education really is.
This question is asked at this time because right now, when we are buried in the midst
of the turmoils of war, there has been a definite tendency to emphasize more extensively the
actual technical training obtained, and attempt to minimize the more general aspects of our
education.
Practically all engineering schools are now to some extent on an accelerated program.
This condition calls for more concentrated study and longer hours of study from an engineering student, since a four year engineering course as scheduled under pre-war conditions would
already suffice to keep the mediocre student occupied most of the time, and now with the accelerated program, this condition would be, to some degree, worse. All of these changes may
be summed up to produce one heinous effect, namely, the condition of a one-sided education
for the engineering student, from which he will suffer drastically in post-war days.
To obtain a well-rounded engineering education, a man should endeavor to do more than
merely learn the technical side of engineering. A mere knowledge of science and mathematics
in the field of engineering does not indicate future success. An engineer must learn the proper
social habits, must acquire the ability to talk intelligently with men of every social standing,
and be able to meet and impress people favorably at the first contact.
Let us pause momentarily and see just why these are the prime requisites for success in
the field of engineering. In the first place the ability to approach and converse with a prospective employer might be the determining factor in obtaining the job offering the best chances for
advancement. Assuming a proper position has been found, it is, indeed, very evident that the
personal contacts and thereby the impression made upon the administrative personnel will be
the governing light determining advancements to better and more responsible positions. Thus,
it may be seen that some technical knowledge coupled with an all around personal development, comprises an education offering the greatest assurance for the future.
The engineer, to be an engineer in the true sense of the word, must be a very versatile
man and capable of adapting himself quickly to'changes of general environment. Therefore,
since his versatility and personality are the qualities which are most certain to insure success,
his college education should be built as much around the development of these traits, as it is
built around the scientific knowledge of the field of engineering.
The student may ask how it is possible to cultivate these traits in an engineering school.
The answer lies in the fact that his association with his fellow-students, his participation in
social affairs, and above all, his participation in extra-curricular activities, will along with a
little conscious effort, bring about his versatility required for later outstanding achievements.
As a closing thought let us remember that even though we are on an all out war effort,
we can not afford to let our cultural education decay and find ourselves in post-war days
with a theoretical education with nothing to prove of possessing such except a vague memory
of spending several years in college obtaining a technical education, but not having cultivated the traits to enable us to display our scientific knowledge.

By Bernard Vonderschmitt, e.e., '44

Marshal-Kirby
Egg Dehydrating Company
By JAMES HANES Jr ch e
Company has
THElongMarshal-Kirby
been known for its production of frozen eggs. Since the beginning of the war, the company has
joined the ranks of concerns producing dried (dehydrated) eggs for the
Allies and particularly our own
armed forces. The company now
freezes and dries eggs for its part in
the war effort of the United States.

To enable our boys on foreign
battlefields to perform at the utmost
of their abilities, it is imperative
that they receive food sufficient in
supply and in addition food of extensive variety. The Marshal-Kirby
Egg Dehydrating Co., located in
Terre Haute, is doing- essential war
work by producing dehydrated eggs
which may be sent to foreign battlefronts containing their original
vitamins. In this article, Mr. Hanes
discusses the process by which the
raw egg is converted to the powder
form to be sent overseas.

44

returned to the receiving room where
they are re-used or repaired for reuse. If eggs enter the plant with dirt
on the shells, they are sent to a
washer, which employs a disinfectant
water in cleaning them.

The good eggs go directly from the
candling room to the breaking room.
This room is lined entirely with
white tile and is maintained at a
temperature
of 80° F. at all times.
Storing'
Eggs
Receiving' and
dling room. The purpose of this room The breaking, done by women emFresh eggs, bought from local is to make sure that the eggs are ployees, allows the yolk and white to
farmers, are the raw materials for good. This is done by holding the fall into a tin cup. Three eggs are
the Marshal-Kirby Company. In eggs in front of a light which is put into the cup and the odor noted
order to get the best quality eggs, shaded except for one small slit of to be sure the eggs are good. The
premium prices must be paid for light. If this light penerates the egg, contents of all the cups are
placed
them. As the eggs arrive in the re- it is good; while conversely, if the into a large kettle. The odor of the
ceiving room, each crate is stamped egg becomes opaque under the same contents of the
kettle is checked and
so that the date received and the treatment, it is bad. The crates in the contents then poured into a can
seller are known. In this manner any which the eggs are transported are
(Continued on Page 25)
shortages of eggs or any bad eggs can
be discovered and the loss attributed
to one particular party.
Upon arrival, the eggs are placed
in a cool storage room, ranging in
temperature from 35° F. to 45° F. The
cooling system is entirely ammonia
cooling with overhead pipes serving
as conductors. All of the cooling and
freezing apparatus is operated and
owned by the adjacent Terre Haute
Ice and Fuel Company. The eggs are
left in the cooler for two or three
days. During this time, the stock is
separated so that the older eggs are
used first. An interesting fact about
eggs is that they tend to pick up
odors. Because of this situation, great
care must be exercised in keeping
employees from smoking cigarettes
or placing liquids such as kerosene
near the eggs.

Candling and Breaking Rooms
After the eggs are taken from the
cooler, they go directly to the canSEPTEMBER, 1943

Photo by Lundgren

Apparatus for grinding, thawing, and screening frozen eggs.
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IN the fall of 1940, after the first
1 severe bombings of England, engineers diverted greater effort to the
study of technical measures for
civilian protection against war-time
bomb action in the form of public
shelters. December the seventh added even more impetus to this effort
when the American nation as a
whole realized that the danger which
lurks in the skies confronts us anywhere at anytime. Undoubtedly, an
air raid on any coastal community in
the United States, be it on a small
scale, would result in a great outcry
for better protection. About 50,000,000 people live within the 300 mile
zones bordering our Atlantic and
Pacific coasts. It is important then,
that public aerial bombardment protection should be considered.
There are many types of aerial

Armco Air Raid Shelter.

Aerial Bombardment
bombs used for different purposes.
In the attacks on European cities,
the majority of the bombs dropped
have been for the primary purpose
of demolishing buildings and other
structures. These weapons are called
elemolition bombs and they range in
weight from 50-4000 pounds.
Bombs are dropped from rapidly
moving airplanes as they move over
the target. The trajectory of a bomb
released from an airplane in a
vacuum would be a parabola. This
parabolic path, however, is modified in air by the size and density
of the bomb. The angle of impact is
dependent on the elevation and the
speed of the plane. When the bomber
is at 20,000 feet above the object and
moving at 210 miles per hour, the
bomb must be released as much as
10,400 feet or about two miles back
of the target to come anyways near
the desired area. The bomb hits at
an angle of 12 degrees with the
vertical. The faster the plane and
the lower elevation at which it is
flying, the sharper the angle of
PAGE 6

The greater perfection in aerial
bombardment, especially high-altitude bombing with great "block
busters," has necessitated a great
amount of research combined with
engineering common sense to provide for the tremendous impact and
explosive stresses imposed on air
raid shelters. In this article, Mr.
Donald Lo, senior, c. e., discusses the
measures taken to provide for these
problems, and also the improvements
in size, sanitary conditions, and
general convenience of today's airraid shelters.

strike. The nearest to the vertical is
the angle of 7 degrees, which applies
to a plane at 120 miles per hour at
20,000 feet elevation. This matter of
the impact angle is very important
when considering the location of outside bomb shelters or where the
safest place in a building may be
found. The fact that bombs never
drop vertically partly answers the
question as to whether bombs hit
only the roofs of buildings. It shows
that the sides of buildings may be
struck by bombs as much as or more
than the roofs.
The impact velocity is also de-

pendent on the elevation and the
speed of the plane. It is relatively independent of the size of the bomb.
Very heavy armor piercing bombs
have maximum velocities approaching 1500 feet per second.
Bombs are usually equipped with
delayed action fuses. A bomb which
sinks into the earth will have more
destructive effect than one that explodes on the surface. The latter
would simply throw missiles and destroy only people who are near
where they may hit. A person near
but not at a bomb strike, can avoid
much of the effect of the bomb by
lying flat on the ground when he
hears the bomb coming. The same
procedure would be the best thing
in case of the delayed action bomb;
but in addition to the flying fragments, he would be in danger of being buried by the material thrown
up by the explosion and from demolished building material.
When a bomb equipped with a delayed action fuse strikes a solid or
semisolid substance, it will penetrate
THE Rosz Trzinvic

before explosion occurs. The amount diameter and move 950 cubic yards
of penetration depends on its phys- of material.
Fragmentation occurs when the
ical characteristics, its striking
velocity, the angle of impact, and the bomb case is shattered by the exphysical properties of the material plosion. Splinters from the case fly
struck. There is a tendency for a de- in all directions with initial velocilayed action bomb to deviate from a ties in some cases several times that
straight path in penetrating the of an ordinary rifle bullet (5000earth. This phenomenon makes the 7000 feet per second), piercing brick
detection and the removal of unex- and concrete walls and causing fatalities up to 200 yards.
ploded bombs difficult.
It is questionable whether any
When a rapid explosion takes
place, the surrounding air or other structure designed for civilian promaterial gets a terrific jolt which tection can be bombproof or absocompresses it tremendously and the lutely safe against all of the effects
wave caused by this compression of modern, high-explosive projectiles.
expands rapidly, much as the ripples It is possible to design structures but
move away from the place where a it is another matter to build them.
stone is thrown into the water. This The enormous mass and cost would
wave is known as the blast if the render them economically unsound.
material compressed is air. The com- And, even though such structures
pression wave in the earth is known may be considered as bombproof to-

Protection
By DONALD LO, Sr., c.e., '43
as earth shock. The hole that a bomb
makes is known as the crater. A
2000 pound bomb with a delayed action fuse can penetrate 39 feet into
sandy loam, make a crater 50 feet in

day, they may prove to be vulnerable
to-morrow. Economic considerations,
availability of materials, vulnerability of location, and public pressure
are important factors which will

•
‘I30ft
OF
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Gas-Lock Entrance.
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affect any public program of shelter
construction.
Two terms may be applied to bomb
shelters: bomb shelters and bombproof shelters. The former protects
the civilian against splinters, debris,
and gas, but not against hits or near
hits. The bomb-proof shelter is very
costly and not likely to be made
available to civilians. They are constructed as parts of fortifications, or
for storage of vital strategic materials.
The simplest type of bomb shelter
to protect against splinters and blast
is the trench. Any natural or artificial trench or gully is valuable for
this purpose particularly in rural or
residencial districts. In cities it has a
serious flaw in that it offers no protection against debris from falling
buildings. A large proportion of the
casualties in England have been due
to falling debris. Narrow vertical
walled trenches are bad as there
have been cases in which the earth
shock has acted to move earth horizontally so as to close the trenches,
thus crushing and partially burying
the occupants. All trench walls
should have a slope of not less than
one in four so that in case of an
earth shift, the occupants will have
space left or will be lifted by the
earth action. Culverts afford considerable protection against splinters
and debris. A simple shelter might be
made of a section or more of steel
or reinforced concrete culvert pipe,
banked against splinter action and
covered with two or three feet of
earth.
Bomb shelters may take the form
of long, narrow tunnels or large,
rectangular buildings. They may be
above ground, partly buried, or
many feet underground. Shelters
below ground give good protection
laterally and if sufficiently deep,
economies in concrete could be effect_
ed, since the earth above gives protection. This economy may be offset
by excavation cost. Disadvantages to
underground shelter are the danger
from gas and bursting water mains.
Shelter may be built above ground
with pitched roofs, the purpose of
(Continued on Page 22)
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Extra Power From
A supercharger, in general, is a
device such as a blower or an air
compressor attached to an internal
combustion engine. It is designed to
increase the volume of air, and hence
the oxygen content of the gas-air
mixture, that is exploded in the
cylinders.
It is generally understood that the
earth is surrounded by a mass of air
estimated to be around five hundred
miles deep and that the air pressure
becomes less at higher altitudes. At
sea level the pressure is 14.7 pounds
per sq. in. on a normal day. At an
altitude of one mile the pressure is
12.1 and at two miles it is 9.9. This
means that one volume of air at sea
level will become 1.3 volumes at
10,000 ft., 2.69 volumes at 30,000 ft.,
and 4.09 volumes at 40,000 ft. The
engine must therefore receive 4.09
times the amount of air at 40,000 ft.
as it did at sea level to obtain the
same amount of horsepower at both
altitudes. This assumption is correct

Superchargers have played a
major role in this war by making
possible aerial missions at exceedingly high altitudes attainable only
by planes equipped with superchargers. In this article, Mr. Rieman discusses the mechanism and operation
of ordinary superchargers used at
medium altitudes and the turbosupercharger used at extreme altitudes.

because it has been found that the
power depends directly on the
weight of the charge entering the
cylinders of the engine. It must also
be realized that the pressure in the
cylinders is not as great as the external atmospheric pressure. This decrease in pressure is caused by friction with the intake duct, carburetor,
intake manifold, etc. All the engine
parts are hot and as the air flows
over and into these heated regions,
it expands and therefore the volumetric efficiency is again decreased.
It is therefore the task of the supercharger to keep the air pressure as
great as possible at all times for in-

Cut courtesy

General Electric

Dr. Moss holding an impeller an important part of his invention. The Turbosupercharger.
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creased efficiency of the engine.
The first record of any type of socalled supercharger dates back to
1911 when a German patent was
granted to Reihm for a turbosupercharger operating at sea level. During the first World War the aircraft
industry felt the need of some device
to increase the performance of aircraft engines. Blowers were first
used to improve the performance,
but a working model of an exhaust
driven turbosupercharger was made
by Dr. Sanford A. Moss of Cornell.
During September of 1918, atop
Pikes Peak, Dr. Moss, with the collaboration of Army and General
Electric engineers, tested a Liberty
engine of 350 horsepower (sea
level). The engine at the altitude of
14,109 ft. produced 230 horsepower
without the supercharger and 356
horsepower with the supercharger
attached. The Armistice came before
mass production of this turbosupercharger could be started, but experimenting continued and in September,
1921 a plane equipped with this type
of supercharger rose to an elevation
of 40,800 ft. Shortly after this great
advancements were made in mechanical superchargers and the turbosupercharger was temporarily
abandoned. After World War I,
European manufacturers turned to
producing supercharged engines to
develop maximum power at high
altitudes for interceptor fighters. The
object of the American manufacturers was to develop engines with
high power at take off for transports
and bombers. It soon developed that
American operators wanted more
power for altitude and European
operators needed more take off power
so by starting with different ideas
the American and European engineers developed the two stage
mechanical supercharger at about
the same time. By the late twenties
most of the American planes were
THE ROSE TECHNIC

Superchargers
By RICHARD RIEMAN, Jr. m.e., '45

sures where most metals will melt
or crack. One of the main reasons
mechanical superchargers were used
instead of turbosuperchargers was
the fact that up until recently, alloys,
which could do the work of the
turbine for any length of time, had
not been discovered.

equipped with some form of mechan- or a cam shaft, while the turbo
ical supercharger. Since 1938 the re- supercharger utilizes the pressure
Mechanically superchargers are
vival of the turbosupercharger has of the exhaust gases to compress the
generally
divided into two main
brought about different combinations air. Generally a supercharger conclasses,
namely,
two speed and two
of turbo and mechanical super- sists of an impeller and a surroundstage.
The
simplest
form is the two
chargers which have recently raised ing collector ring. The impeller rethe service ceiling of some military volves at speeds up to 20,000 r.p.m. speed or single stage supercharger.
planes to over 40,000 ft. The present forcing the air to the edge by cen- Power is obtained directly from the
war will probably contribute much trifical force. The impeller blades crank shaft passing through a gear
to supercharging and therefore we must be made strong enough to with- box to the impeller shaft. The commay see substratosphere transporta- stand this constant force, and be de- pression unit is in the form of a
tion in the post-war world.
signed in such a manner as to give centrifugal pump, the air enters at
Before supercharging was used, the impeller a minimum amount of the corner of the impeller and is
designers were forced to build more inertia. The entire unit must be made forced out toward the collector ring
power into engines to obtain efficient as compact as possible, to conserve and from there goes directly to the
performance at high altitudes. The space and made of materials that are carburetor. The name two speed is
major advantage of the supercharger sufficiently light to prove practical misleading for actually this type
is that it will, theoretically, keep the when placed in an airplane. The may have one or many speeds depower constant at all altitudes. There turbo supercharger requires two pending on the gear ratios. At presare, however, several factors which forms of impellers, one for com- ent, two speed drives can be obtained
limit the use of superchargers as a pressing the air and the other to act from 6:1 to 8:1 for the low ratio and
means of increasing power. The tem- as a turbine in a stream of very hot from 9:1 to 11:1 for higher ratios
perature of gas will rise when it is exhaust gases. The material used to needed for maximum pressure. This
compressed and the air can become construct the turbine must not de- type of supercharger can not be used
hot enough to explode the gas-air form under temperatures and pres(Continued on Page 27)
mixture in the cylinder prematurely. If this happens, IPP'
there is a definite loss in
power. It has been found by
experiment that if a temperature limit of 275° F. is established for the air entering the
cylinder there will be efficient
operation of the engine and no
premature explosions in the
cylinders. To keep the air
below this temperature, a
cooler may be used or the
ratio of compression must be
made low enough to keep the
gas below 275° F. The supercharger receives its power
directly from the engine in
one form or another. Therefore it may be stated that the
supercharger greatly increases
the power of the motor by
using a slight amount of power
from the motor. The mechanical supercharger receives its
courtesy General Electric
power directly from the crank Republic P-47 Thunderbolt equipped with turbosuperchargersCut
made by General Electric.
SEPTEMBER, 1943
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Extraction of Furfural
Dr. Odon S. Knight, professor of
chemical engineering at Rose, has
worked extensively on the extraction
of furfural from dilute solutions of
furfural in water using toluene as a
solvent. Dr. Knight has prepared and
presented a paper on this subject at
the May 10 meeting of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers in
New York. The paper was then written in the form of an article which
has been printed in the August issue
of "Transactions of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers."
The article as printed in that magazine was far too technical to be of
interest to all the engineering readers of the TECHNIC and has therefore been popularized and rewritten
by Mr. William Kniptash, senior
Ch. E., '43, for the TECHNIC.

THE organic chemical furfural is
not a familiar compound to those
outside the field of chemistry. This
substance is formed when the pentose sugars and the pentosans are
heated with sulphuric or hydrochloric acid; commercially it is manufactured by digesting oat hulls or
corn cobs with steam and acid. When
freshly prepared, furfural is a colorless liquid but, because of yolymerization, it darkens upon exposure to
light and air. Furfural is the common
name given to 2-furaldehyde. Its
boiling point ranges between 159161° C. and its density is 1.159.
Shortly after its discovery in 1832,
furfural sold for one dollar a pound;
2 cents a
1
the present price is 12/
Company
Oats
Quaker
The
pound.
commercial
largest
was and is the
producer of furfural. The industrial
uses of furfural are as a purifier for
rosins and lubricating oils, and as a
component in the manufacture of
certain plastics.
The first company to experiment
with furfural in the purification of
rosin was the Hercules Powder
Company. Chemists in this company,
working with furfural in 1927, were
able to remove most of the brown
color from rosins when they were
dissolved in gasoline and this solution
treated with furfural at a temperature at which the two liquids were
PAGE 10

miscible. It will suffice to say that
the quality of rosins is determined
by the color and that a dark brown
color indicates impurities. For several years following 1927, the demand for furfural was small because
its only use up to that time was in
the purification of rosins. Although
some work had been done experimentally on the purification of motor
oils and the use of furfural for this
purpose suggested to some large oil
companies, its application to oil
purification was not put to use until
1933 when the first furfural refining
plant was built by the Indian Refining Company. In 1935, the Texas Oil
Company built a 4500 barrel per day
refinery in Port Arthur, Texas, and
in that same year, the Gulf Oil Corporation started operation of a 5000
barrel a day plant in the same city.
The importance of furfural in the
refining operation is its napthene removing power. Because of its density, furfural, together with the impurities removed from the oil, is
drawn off at the bottom of the extraction column while the refined
oil is drawn off the top.
After the refining process is completed, it remains to separate the
furfural in the purest state possible
from the impurities. This is accomplished by distillation and a 99.975%
recovery of pure furfural is obtained.
There are other methods of removing these impurities from motor oils,
but the furfural process has taken
its place among the leaders. The impurities removed by these processes
are the ones that cause motorists
difficulty in starting automobile motors during the winter months and
the ones that form crankcase sludge.
Furfural-phenol resins are very
useful in molding certain articles,
especially grinding wheels. These
resins assume the exact shape of the
mold and also the polish of the inside of the mold; there is no shrink-

age upon cooling.
This general information may
help the reader to understand a little
more about furfural so that he may
comprehend the exact importance of
Dr. Knight's work on the furfuralwater-toluene system.
Since the production of furfural
involves the use of steam and acid,
furfural comes out of the operation
in a dilute solution in water. The
usual method for separating the furfural from the water is by means of
a batch still. The word "batch"
should imply to the reader that the
separation of furfural from water is
usually not a continuous process.
The batch still involves shutting
down the operation and recharging
the still with a fresh charge after the
separation has been completed. Dr.
Knight's successful work has to do
with the separation of furfural from
a dilute solution of furfural and.
water by the use of toluene extraction in a continuous extraction column.
The principles of distillation should
be mentioned at this time. If furfural
and water are used as examples, an
explanation is possible. Furfural is
somewhat soluble in water. When
more furfural is added than will go
into solution, two layers, one of furfural and one of water, are formed.
The furfural will go to the bottom of
the still because of its density. Upon
distilling this mixture, say with a
relatively small layer of furfural, the
boiling point will be a little lower
than that of water and the distillate
will be of constant composition until
the furfural layer disappears. The
boiling point will then rise and the
concentration of furfural in the
liquid in the distilling column will
decrease more rapidly than in the
distillate until practically pure water
is left. This problem of separating
furfural from water by distillation
has been worked with frequently.
THE ROSE TECHNIC

Water Solutions
By WILLIAM KNIPTASH, Sr., ch.e., '44

Popularized from a paper presented at the meeting of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers,
May 10-11, 1943 which was published
in Volume 39, No. 4, The August 25,
1943 Transactions of the Institute.

tions. The provided with nozzles made from half
d
Mains and La Forge of the Bureau joined by flange connec
1 ft. 7 in. long, the couplings for possible inlet and outof Chemistry have reported data on lowest piece was
each, the next, let connections. The extra couplings
long
ft.
6
next two,
this subject.
was 8 in. were plugged.
piece
Dr. Knight, however, believed 11 in., and the top
Three pairs of Pyrex sight glasses
se of these varying
that liquid-liquid extraction of fur- long. The purpo
to enable the proper enabled the extractions to be viewed;
fural with toluene would have ad- lengths was
ns to be ar- the interface between the phases was
vantages over the distillation method length calming sectio
ng the shorter pieces always kept visible in the top sight
of obtaining furfural. Furfural is ranged by shifti
each piece was
(Continued on Page 29)
much more soluble in toluene than of pipe. To this end,
in water, so that Dr. Knight was able
to extract a 5% solution of furfural
in water down to a .2(/() solution in a
continuous extraction column. Then
the furfural and toluene could be
easily separated by continuous distillation. The success of Dr. Knight's
work lies in the fact that he has applied continuous methods that will
probably be cheaper than methods
used at present. Dr. Knight, who has
done the first work on the furfuralwater-toluene system, used the ColFin
burn H. T. U. method of correlating
his extraction data; these data agree
with Dr. Colburn's work on liquidliquid extraction with other systems.
The field of liquid-liquid extraction is a relatively new unit operation. By correlating his extraction
r pet
data, Dr. Knight has not only dismeans
er
R ATFOR,.
covered a new and cheap
has
but
of obtaining pure furfural
also recorded results that serve to
'
2:;4CRTASCLUTE(/
check preliminary work in this field.
The construction of the extraction
column and part of the experimental
work were done by students of chemical engineering at Rose.
In the following paragraphs Dr.
Knight has been quoted from Transactions American Institute of Chemical Engineers and it is through the
courtesy of this magazine that I am
OISTItallIknk
able to print a description of the
extraction column, a discussion of its
operation, and to print pictures of the
POI MD
..
(-)7/1—001.3
column.
I . MOTOR
Pictures of the liquid-liquid extraction unit are shown in this article. The column was made of 4-in.
Courtesy Transactians American Institute of Chemical Engineers
pieces
five
in
Laboratory setup for liquid-liquid extraction.
standard pipe, arranged
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Research and Development
by ROBERT GREGER, soph., ch.e.

"Bazooka"
The U. S. Army's long-secret
rocket anti-tank gun is the latest of
the weapons that have driven the
tank out of its dominant position in
land warfare. The projectile, steadied
in its course by fins, strikes with
terrific force, can penetrate any tank
now in service. It can be used with
equal effect against pillboxes and
other fortifications.
Soldiers who use it dubbed it the
"bazooka" because they saw in it
some remote resemblance to the
weird musical instrument made
famous by Bob Burns, the Arkansas
comedian.
Major General L. H. Campbell,
Jr., Chief of Army Ordnance, has
revealed that the weapon is being
supplied in quantity to both American and Allied forces.
"During recent operations in
Africa", General Campbell explained, "a small but strong fort
gave considerable trouble to the
Americans. One lone American
soldier detached himself from the
landing party, waded ashore and
with one shot from his gun effected
surrender of the fort. That will be
known as the saga of one American
soldier and his "bazooka."
"This weapon has been successfully used by our forces in Africa to
destroy fortifications and tanks. It is
so simple and yet so powerful that
any foot soldier using it can stand
his ground with the certain knowledge that he is the master of any
tank which may attack him."
Though the bazooka is small
enough to be fired by one man,
usually after a second man loads it,
such a powerful projectile is hurled
that, after one shot struck a near-by
tree, the commander of six enemy
tanks surrendered them in the belief that he was being shelled by
155-mm guns.
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bullets, and the relative speed of the
enemy are automatically, continuousThe army has allowed the Sperry
ly, and instantaneously computed on
Corporation to reveal some details
the basis of rate of turret movement
and photographs concerning the
transmitted to the sight so that the
Sperry Automatic Computing Sight,
gunner seems to aim directly at the
which is used in the upper local and
target.
lower ball turrets of the Fortresses
and in Liberators. The sight has been
Snake Venom
in use for two years but up to this
Medical investigators have put
time has been kept highly secret.
venoms
to work for man. Regarded
This sight makes 50-cal guns effective up to one thousand yards and as poisons, in minute doses various
helps to explain the phenomenal de- venoms actually constitute valuable
fensive strength of U. S. bombers medicinal agents. Most of the venom
for medicinal agents had been proagainst enemy fighter planes.
The gunner must be able to recog- duced at the Institute Pasteur in
Paris. The loss of this source of
nize at a considerable distance the
snake-bite
serum, which occurred
type of attacking plane and know its
when
Paris
fell, was a severe one to
wing dimensions. With this informathe
Allied
soldiers.
Now one of the
tion he has only to adjust a dial to
main
sources
of
anti-venom
is the
correspond to the wing dimension of
South
African
Institute
of
Medical
the attacker (forty foot wing spand
—forty on the dial). Through a re- Research, which processes the dried
flecting glass atop the sight he then venom received from snake catchers.
The equipment of the snake catchgets two illuminated vertical lines
ers
wing
is not at all elaborate: forked
line
at
each
target.
A
his
on
sticks,
the
turmoving
end. He does this by
canvas bats, goggles, and a
ret and operating a foot-treadle snake-bite outfit. The goggles are
protection from the deadly, and acwhich adjusts the verticals.
If the gunner supplies the correct curate, ringhals, which not only bite
data and sights steadily, the sight but can spit their venom six feet.
and guns do all the rest. Corrections The most dreaded of African snakes
for wind pressure, pull of gravity on is the swift black mamba, whose bite

Automatic Gun Sight
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Automatic Gun Sight in Lower Ball Turret.
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can kill in five minutes.
After the snakes are captured,
they are forcibly fed meat and eggs,
and milded of their venom at intervals. A milder grasps the snake
firmly behind the jaws to open them,
presses its fangs over a small glass,
and massages its head gently. The
venom comes out reluctantly and
the snakes don't like it. The life of
the snake under these unfavorable
circumstances is not very long and
the snake hunters must keep patroling constantly for replacements.
The South African Institute produces anti-venom and has sent off
thousands of doses all over the world.
A quick injection of serum has saved
the life of many a soldier bitten by
ugly horned vipers in the West
African desert, bushmasters in Central America, kraits and king cobras
in
on the Burma front and mambas
South Africa.
In addition to anti-venom, snake
venom is used for other medical
purposes. Cobra venom is used to
alleviate pain, replacing opium in
serious cases, and it has the distinct
advantage of being non-habit forming; rattlesnake venom has been employed with success in the treatment
of epileptic seizures; moccasin venom
is employed therapeutically to promote coagulation of blood, thereby
stopping hemorrhage; puff-adder
venom is useful in the treatment of
hemophilia, the inherited disease
which permits profuse bleeding from
very minor wounds.

about 200,000 pounds—sufficient for
only one year's maintenance of
Add to the nation's critical war healthful food, milk, and water
materials, alongside rubber and many standards. Thus agar came under the
metals, a white, semi-transparent, control of the War Production Board,
tasteless, odorless, gelatin-like mass which issued a conservation order
—agar. Without it our military ma- "freezing" the material and prohibiting its employment anywhere except
in bacteriological laboratories. Much
of the 600,000 pounds imported annually by the United States had met
a wider variety of consumer uses—
for jelled desserts, as a stiffening
medium in candy, ice cream, and
pastries, as a coagulant for clearing
beverages, as a sizing agent in cloth,
for dental impressions, and in combination with laxatives and mineral
oils to overcome constipation.

Agar

Cut Courtesy Scientific American

Man shoveling Agar.

chine might well bog down in a
complication of hygienic problems,
and our public health and sanitation
systems might be seriously disrupted.
In laboratories where bacteria in
the military or civilian supply of
water, milk, and food must be constantly checked to prevent wholesale contamination, agar is an irreplaceable bacteriological culture medium which, unfortunately, the
United States has long depended on
Japan to provide.
The cut off of the Japanese supply left us with an agar stockpile of

Agar is the only substance known
to have the peculiar properties needed in an effective bacteriological culture medium. Briefly, it withstands
s',erilizing temperatures of 248° F for
twenty minutes, and cools into a
convenient gel form. Unlike animal
gelatin which supports the growth
of most kinds of bacteria, very few
bacteria digest agar. On the other
hand, it holds the peptone, beef extract, and similar nutrients introduced into it to keep the bacteria
alive for laboratory analysis—a
function discovered seventy years
ago by Koch, the German bacteriologist.
For almost three hundred years,
agar has been produced in much the
same manner by Japan. In the summer, the seaweeds are gathered in
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Japanese waters and bleached on the
beaches. Baled like hay, the gelidium
is transported to Japan's high mountains, where the winter months are
devoted to extraction of the agar in
crude equipment operated by many
family units.
After the weeds are boiled for ten
hours, the fluid is filtered and allowed to congeal indoors until it has
reached the consistency of soft gelatin, when it is cut into strips or
square shapes. These are placed outside on cold nights, and freezing
transforms the jelly from a uniform
structure to one consisting of filmy
cells like that of a beehive. When
this is exposed to the sun, the ice
crystals melt away, leaving spaghetti-like shreds of trifling weight.
In this form, the agar was exported
by the Japs, and converted into a
jelly merely by placing in a hot
water solution.
The manufacturing process in this
country, except for mechanical improvements, is essentially the same.
The seaweed is gathered, dried,
baled, and shipped to the factory,
where it is shoveled into a washing
tank (see cut) and cleaned. Next it
goes into 1000-gallon pressure cookers and is cooked for six hours. This
dissolves out the agar content of the
weed to form an agariferous liquor.
This liquor is clarified, filtered, and
allowed to congeal. Then it is ground
into small particles, shaped into 100pound blocks, and frozen and in that
state it is re-ground. After thawing,
it is rewashed, chemically treated
and dried, ready for shipment and
use.
A few companies in San Diego
have, for two decades, tried unsuccessfully to process agar out of
gelidium in the face of Jap underselling. These companies are increasing the production of agar as much
as possible, but since harvesting
gelidium is strictly hand work, procuring the gelidium is a big bottleneck.

are being made by the United States properly cooked into varnish had the
Rubber Company for storing and water resistance, toughness, duratransporting fuel supplies at ad- bility, and rapid drying ability of
vanced field bases. The bladders are tung oil.
shaped like coffee cans and are made
It was once believed that drying
in sizes ranging from 500 to 10,000
of oils was wholly a matter of oxidagallon capacities. The smaller ones
tion. The question arose as to why
fit into canvas structures which take
some oils such as cottonseed and
up all the stresses and the larger
palm are slow-drying oils and why
ones are used with plywood containsome others as linseed dried faster
ers.
and harder than other paint oils.
In production also are cylindrical Finally chemists agreed that the dryshaped bladders which are used for ing oils were "unsaturated" while
transporting fuel on trucks and flat non-drying oils were "saturated."
cars. 750 gallon sizes are used for Chemists further decided that the
trucks and 2880 gallon tanks for flat explanation of why tung oil dried so
cars. Both have plywood containers. rapidly and had such great toughness, hardness, and water resistance
Synthetic Paint Base
was due to the process of polymerizaTo formulate paints and varnishes tion. Polymerization, stated simply,
of maximum toughness, waterproof means that small molecules in a
qualities, and general durability, one liquid state add themselves to each
of the basic ingredients has been other increasing their weight and
tung or Chinawood oil. This oil making larger molecules.
comes from China and is obtained
Achieving a miracle of chemistry,
by pressing the oil from the nuts of the Woburn Degreasing Company of
the tung tree. After Pearl Harbor, New Jersey a short time back began
imports of tung ceased entirely and operation of a plant for isomerizing
annual requirements nearly doubled. linseed and soybean oils at a rapidly
One known natural rival of tung, increasing rate of production. Isooiticica oil, has only recently reached merizing means changing the struccommercial scale production and it ture of the oil without adding or subwill be a long time before it can tracting any of its components and
ease the tung shortage. A shortage without increasing the weight of the
of castor oil prevented sufficient pro_ molecules. The process of reshuffling
duction of dehydrated castor oil, the isolated double bonds of linseed
which, until a few months ago, was and soybean. oils into a conjugated
tung's only man-made substitute. pattern has not been revealed. It is,
Except for oiticica, no other oil when
(Continued on Page 24)

Rubber Storage Tanks
Huge fuel-proof bladders fabricated from Thiokol F A, an oil and
gasoline resistant synthetic rubber,
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Rubber Tank for Gasoline Storage.
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How To Study
By E. JAMES HEGARTY, Soph., c.e.,'45
Many of you are probably wondering why I am qualified to write an
article on how to study. First I will
try to give you a briefsummary of my
scholastic achievements. As a freshman for a year and a half (half year
over par), I studied a half year more
than the average freshman which
gave me that extra experience. As a
sophomore for two and a half years
(half year over par—the ole man was
only a sophomore for only two
years) I really concocted some brilliant studying ideas and due to this
fact I will be a member of the junior
class before four years of my sophomore studies have elapsed. Most of
our professors, even the most optimistic Democratic ones, say that I
won't be out of Rose till Franklin D.
Roosevelt is out of the White House.
I am continually being snubbed
from behind horn-rimmed bifocals as
I meander from class to class by
members of Tau Beta Pi and some of
the lesser bulbs of Rose's intelligentsia. I believe they are jealous of
what may turn out to be my wellrounded education.
The most important thing to remember about studying is every student does it so why shouldn't you.
The equipment for studying varies
with the individual but let me discuss some of the more standard
studying articles. Paper plays an important part in studying. Make sure
the paper you use to take notes on
in class blends properly with the
subject you are taking the notes on.
For instance in anatomy class use
tissue paper, in structures class use
wall paper, and in plumbing class
use—but I suppose by now you have
gotten the idea. Next we come to
the implements of writing which are
three, namely: pen, pencil and typewriter. Without these implements
you wouldn't be able to take the
notes that when it comes time for a
test you can't read. I tried taking my
typewriter to class to take notes
SEPTEMBER, 1943

with one day but the professor said
it made too much noise and promptly
took it away from me. I went up
after class to reclaim it but how
should I know he worked for the
finance company. I tried taking notes
in pen but someone broke the bottle
of blue ink I carried in my white
shirt pocket. I was almost evicted
from school because one of our more
sanitary minded professors thought
I blue my nose on my shirtfront.
Now I always carry a lead pencil in
my hip pocket—just to make the
lead feel at home. Desks comprise an
important part of studying equipment. Desks come in two distinct
sizes, those too short to get your
knees under and those too tall to get
your feet on top of. As a freshman,
I shopped through quite a few furniture stores before I found out that
I couldn't use a mathematics table
as a study desk. Light is always a
problem to the student. I have tried
many methods of illumination. During one of our heat spells I tried for
three straight nights to study in our
electric icebox only to find that the
little light does go out when the door
closes. In the summertime I have
also tried strategically locating four
milkbottles, on my desk top, filled
with lightning bugs. This method has
only one drawback and in case you
are interested—go smell a dead
lightning bug, bub. In the months
when lightning bugs are out of season, I usually use wax candles just to
spite our electric light company. I
haven't tried buying candles lately,
because I still can capture enough
lightning bugs to keep me out of
total darkness; but, I have heard
rumors to the effect that I won't be
able to purchase candles for the
duration because the wax has gone
to war. Books play an important role
in the life of the student. Many students are chided for always having
their noses in the book but that certainly would be an improvement on
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though they are all supposed to be
read. I believe I have covered most
of the standard equipment for studying in this disgustion, so let us disgust studying environment.
The environment in which a person, possibly a student, studies is of
prime importance. Everyone has his
favorite location where his studying
may be done with maximum efficiency. The nature lovers prefer to
study out of doors where they are in
contact with the birds, trees and
poison ivy. Personally I am not the
out-of-doors type. I can't stand the
rat-a-tat-tat of the bald-headed
woodpecker, or the grizzled gargle of
the mud-bellied henflopper. The
most bothersome of the outdoor
creatures is the vulture. I must have
been elected "Most Likely to Die the
Soonest" by our local vulture union
as they are continually hovering
above me just waiting for me to haul
off and die. Many persons choose to
study in a library. Personally I
wouldn't spend the money to get a
library card as there is a slight bit
more scotch in our family than
my dad carries around in him.
Most
of you can remember being told
many times not to study with the
radio on, but like me most of you
have not heeded this bit of some one's
supposed better judgment. I 11 admit
it is hard to study when being told
how to lux your undies or when trying to remember Little Orphan
Annie's address so you'll be able to
know where to send for her mug.
It also probably doesn't do your
scholastic standing any good to be
scared out of your—economics book
the day before. the big test by the
Hermit's Cave. Radios are usually
played in three volumes: too loud,
too soft, and too much static.
To all of these factors, I contribute
my success and hope that by following them you too will be a genius.
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Bigger Round-ups
AMERICAN BEEF • • • • • • • • • •
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How Allis-Chalmers, one of U. S. A.'s most unusual companie
s, produces
Tractors and Farm Machinery . . . Generators, Turbines,
Drives for War
Plants ... 1600 products to help Feed the World and Lick the
Axis.
-FIEW OF OUR WORKERS

have seen a

r Texas or an "Axis" round-up ... yet
A-C equipment helps speed meat
through packing plants—helps dehydrate foods so each ship can
c,arry 10 times more.

they are helping to put beef on soldiers'
plates, prisoners in Allied stockades.
They make the world's largest variety
offarm and war-industry equipment ...
—Tractors, corn pickers, harvesters.
equipment for dehydrating and proc-

essing foods ... crushers for minis;
switchgear for steel mills; motors for
war plants...even hull sections for ships.
And A-C engineers—in factories all
over America—are helping to increase
production, not just with new machines
—but with machines already on hand.
ALLIS-CHALMEREA MFG. CO., MILWAIJSZII,

VICTORY NEWS

for'43
.. AXIS BULLIES

A-C Launches Farm Commando
P I a n: A large share of America's farm
equipment will soon be brought to peak
efficiency through Allis-Chalmers' new
"Farm Commando" program.
Two-day mechanic schools are being
conducted by Allis-Chalmers men in many
agricultural section.s.
Designed to give untrained men basic
maintenance "know-how," they also serve
as "brush-up" schools for skilled mechanics.
Following this, the farmer receives de.
tailed, specialized instruction on his own
equipment. Special red-white-and-blue
emblems are provided for his machines to
announce that each of them is a "Farm
Commando, Ready to Roll..."

Not A Gun, but an Axis buster nevertheless! This huge tool is used in A-C
shops to bore out the inside of kiln.s. It
helps increase production of manganese.

(above) A-C equipment — motors, belts,
drives—keeps all types of guns moving along
U. S. production lines.

British Ask For A-C Booklet: A sign
that British industry currently cocks an
eye at vital maintenance, comes in the
form of a request from a representative of
the Electrical Advisory Panel. To "tell
all" about motor care in wartime, our
Allies will pattern their information after
Allis-Chalmers' "Guide to Wartime Care
of Electric Motors." This booklet has
already been widely distributed in the
U.S.A. Write for your free copy today.

(left) Hug e A-C crushers like this one
munch iron ore, and other A-C equipment
helps hum it into steel.

FOR VICTORY
Buy United States War Bonds
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FLOUR AND SAW
MILL EQUIPMENT

CRUSHING, CEMENT &
MINING MACHINERY

OF MAJOR INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT

POWER FARMING
MACHINERY

INDUSTRIAL TRACTORS
& ROAD MACHINERY

Campus
Survey
Edited by ROBERT GILLUM,
sophomore, m.e.

Tau Nu Tau Plans Dance

the result was the recent request for
pigskin prospects. The response was
even better than expected and, at
this writing, 32 men have signified
their intentions of coming out, the
first meeting of the prospects having
been August 23. Coach Brown was
not immediately available for comment, but who knows, maybe another Eddie McGovern will turn up
this year. Anyhow, everyone wishes
the fellows good luck and promises
them their most loyal support.

Even with the much depleted
status in numbers of the student
body, interest in social activities is
apparently not dying out altogether.
This is evidenced by the fact that
Tau Nu Tau is making plans for
sponsoring a dance for some time
during the month of September.
This promises to be a very important affair which no one should want
to miss. Although no details are
available at this time, more definite
plans will probably be known by
New Instructors
the time this issue reaches your
hands.
Because of the increased number
of students at Rose now, it became
Football Team???
necessary for the school to add four
Most of the student body was very new men to the faculty roster. These
much surprised and interested in a men assumed their new duties in
paper which appeared on the bulletin July, at the beginning of the present
board on a certain Tuesday of last term. They are Mr. Mason, Mr.
month. It dealt with a subject which Patterson, Mr. Burt, and Reverend
practically everyone had reluctantly Mabley. Interviews with Mr. Mason
put from his thoughts almost a year and Mr. Burt were secured for this
ago. In short, this paper, which preci- issue; the other two gentlemen will
pitated the most excitement and dis- be interviewed for the next issue.
cussion around school in many a
One of these men, Mr. C. L.
month, was a booster for a 1943 Rose Mason, is connected with the physics
football team.
department. Mr. Mason is a native of
It was with much sadness that Wisconsin, having lived there all of
Rose men had bade a fond farewell his life. He hails originally from the
to sports (for the duration) at the southwest part of that state, alclose of the '42 season. With the loss though he considers Kenosha, where
to the school, since then, of such key he lived during the last fifteen years,
men as Eddie McGovern, Francis as his home. Indiana is quite new to
Hillenbrand, "Big Bill" Rumbley, him, never having been in this state
and others, prospects for a team this before the early part of July. Accordyear looked still bluer. Those inter- ing to him, his first impression of
ested in having a team this year, Indiana was that it was very hot, but
seem to have. taken a more liberal he did not feel so bad about it after
view of the situation, however, and friends wrote him about the unusualPm= 18

ly hot summer in Wisconsin this
year. His main hobbies are music
and photography, at both of which
he is quite proficient. Mr. Mason received his Bachelor's degree in
physics from the University of Wisconsin in 1925 and later received his
Master's degree from the same institution in 1936.
Another of the new men here is
Gordon Burt, of the C.E. department.
In one sense, Mr. Burt is not new,
however, since he is a graduate of
Rose with the class of 1935. Mr. Burt
is originaly from Minnesota, although he attended grade school and
graduated from Wiley High School
in Terre Haute. Following this, he
entered Rose, from which he graduated with a B.S. degree in civil
engineering. While at Rose, Mr.
Burt was a member of Alpha Tau
Omega, Tau Beta Pi, and Blue Key
fraternities, a member of the Technic
staff and of the Debate Club. After
graduation from Rose, Mr. Burt accepted a position with the Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific
Railroad, with whom he was connected for three years, at which time
he became affiliated with Charles
S.
Hurd, in Indianapolis, as a water
supply and sewage engineer. While
serving in this position, he was
assigned to work in this category at
Camp Atterbury.

P. T. For the A.S.T.P.
Shortly after the Army Specialized
Training Corps came to Rose, they
were introduced to Phil Brown and
Mr. James Conover (Mr. Conover
(Continued on Page 30)
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Alumni News
by CARL CAMPBELL,junior, m.e.

The Grads Advance
William E. Burk, ch.e.,
M.S., '01, Ch.E., '09, is
engaged in research connected with war work in the Physics
Department of the University of
New Mexico.
David M. Demaree, m.e.,
'42, with General Electric, has been transferred
to Schenectady, N. Y.

'96

'42

In The Service
Howard C. Hocker, c.e.,
'24, formerly an Associate
Engineer with the U.S.
has been promoted
Office,
Engineer
Colonel.
to Lieutenant
Murrell E. Loffland, a.e.,
'30 with honors, has been
commissioned in the U.S.
N.R. as lieutenant (jg) and will report at Williamsburg, Pennsylvania.
Christopher L. Schultz,
e.e., '32, with honors, is
Electrical Engineer with
the Alaska Communication System
Signal Corps of the War Department.
He was formerly Assistant Engineer
R.E.A., with the Department of
Agriculture.
Lee C. Kelsey, Jr., m.e., '32, Captain C.E., has been transferred to
Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. He
had been stationed at the Post of
San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Edwin J. Withers, e.e.,
'33, Staff Faculty, Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir,
Virginia, has recently been promoted
to Lieutenant Colonel, C.E.
Jack H. Keller, c.e., '34,
with honors, has received
his commission in the
U.S.N.R. as lieutenant (jg) and will
report at Williamsburg, Pennsylvania. He was formerly Asst. Div.
Engineer, Indiana Ordnance Works,
Charlestown, Indiana.
Gene A. Zwerner, e.e., '34, lieutenant (jg), U.S.N.R., is attached to
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bean waters. Captain Halberstadt re_
ceived the Air Medal for 200 hours'
flying time on operational flight
missions that involved long air journeys over water, many having been
accomplished when unfavorable
weather conditions and the possibility of encountering fire from enemy
submarines made flying hazardous.
The Oak Leaf Cluster was awarded
to Captain Halberstadt for receiving
at least 200 hours in addition to the
time required for the Air Medal,
making a minimum of 400 hours of
operational flight since Pearl Harbor.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herman E. Halberstadt of Terre
Haute, Indiana. He was graduated
from Garfield High School of Terre
Haute and received the Bachelor of
Science Degree in electrical engineering upon graduation from Rose
Robert Brittenbach
in 1937. Before entering the Army,
the Bureau of Ordnance, Navy De- he had been an engineer for Interpartment, Washington, D. C. Before national Business Machines Corporaentering the service, he had been an tion for two years.
Assistant Engineer in the Soil ConStanley L. Cox, c.e., '37, is a corservation Service, Washington, D. C. poral in the 959th Enginer TopoEarle B. Butler, c.e., '35, graphical Company (aviation) at
with honors, has been Peterson Field. In pre-war days he
promoted to Major. Major was an engineer at the Kirk and
Butler was formerly stationed at Blum Manufacturing Co., CincinTyndal Field as Asst. Project Engi- nati, Ohio.
neer. His present .address is U. S.
Clemens Lundgren, e.e.,
Engineer Office, Box 216, Hollywood
'38, has been transferred
Station, Memphis, Tennessee.
from the Air Corps AdRobert B. Asbury, m.e., '35, has vanced Flying School at Dothan, Ala_
been promoted to a Major in the bama, to Jacksonville, Florida.
Air Force. He is stationed at the
Richard A. Mullins, ch.e.,
Basic Flying School, Lemoore, Cali'40, has been commissionfornia.
ed 2nd lieutenant and asHarry J. Halberstadt, e.e., signed to Stout Field, Indianapolis.
'37, Captain, U.S. Air He had been with the Ayrshire
Force, has been awarded Patoka Collieries Corporation before
the Air Medal and Oak Leaf Cluster. entering the service.
Robert M. Ripple, c.e., '40, has
This was announced by the Antilles
been
transferrea to Fort George G.
Air Command headquarters on July
29. The ward was made for meritori- Meade, Maryland. Formerly he had
ous and extraordinary achievement been an Engineer, Soil Division, of
while participating in operational the State Highway Commission.
(Continued on Page 28)
day and night missions over Carib-
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Fraternity Notes
Theta Xi
On the week-end
of August 7th, the
Kappa Chapter of
Theta Xi held rush
in conjunction with
the other fraternities at Rose. Rush
was held that weekend for the freshmen who enteres
school in February. Kappa takes
pleasure in announcing the pledging
of the following freshmen from the
class: Herb Bailey and Bill Brown,
both of Denver, Colo.; Ernest Frigo,
Clinton, Ind.; Dick Hawkins, Terre
Haute; Max Lindley, Martinsville,
Ill.; Dave Owen, New Albany, Ind.;
James "Doc" Robison, Poplar Bluff,
Mo.; and Bob Schwindy, Terre
Haute.
The chapter also wishes to announce the pledging of James
"Speed" Richardson of Louisville,
Ky. Jim is a senior electrical and is
living at present at the College Inn.
The chapter is glad to see that
Bob Penno, a sophomore mechanical,
finally won his battle with the draft
board and has returned to school
after missing half of a semester.
Kappa was visited briefly last
month by Wayne Shanks and Jim
Mitten. Shanks, who graduated from
the mechanical course in February,
is working at present in the diesel
division of General Motors in Detroit. Mitten was through Terre
Haute on a short leave from the
merchant marine. Jim has made several long trips on the sea.
On Saturday, August 21, the chapter held a very successful "stag"
party in honor of the new pledges.
Jim Stieff and Ed Booth, both of
Indianapolis, attended the "stag".
They both left school in June and
are still waiting to be called to the
air corps. Jim Torr and Paul Kaplan,
who left here in June to enter the
Naval training program at Purdue,
were also present for the party.
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Lambda Chi Alpha
On August 8 the
members of Theta
Kappa and their
dates enjoyed a
horseback ride at
the Deming stables.
Despite the effects
of poor horsemanship, another such
party is being planned for the near
future.
Brother Burton Butts, who is in
the Navy V-12 program at Purdue,
was back for a visit over the weekend of August 21-22.
Donald Alexander is also in the
Navy at Purdue. Brothers Alexander
and Butts were fortunate in being
able to live together and to schedule
the courses they wanted. After graduating in June, they will go to midshipman's school.
Since the army and navy has taken
all but three of the actives and one
of the pledges of Lambda Chi Alpha,
we were obliged to close our house.
This procedure does not mean that
we will no longer function as a fraternity. On the contrary, we hope to
continue as actively as possible in the
usual activities.
The remaining actives are Charles
K. Bresett, William S. Mitchell, and
Robert A. Greger. These men as well
as the remaining pledge, Robert L.
Kylander, are all of Terre Haute.

Sigma Nu
The Beta Upsilon
chapter of Sigma
Nu has enjoyed the
past summer school
session with their
various parties and
dances.
Sunday,
August 15, the members and their
dates journeyed to Shakamak State
Park for a picnic. An enjoyable time
was had by all who attended. Although the gasoline supply of some
of the members of the fraternity was
slightly depleted, everyone agreed it
was worth the sacrifice of a few gal-

ions of gas. On September 4, 1943,
the fraternity enjoyed their first
open house of the term. The program
of fine entertainment for the evening
was sponsored by a committee consisting of Richard Dill, George Butwin, and Paul Benning. The refreshments were cakes, sandwiches, and
punch.
The chapter was glad to see Emil
Oprisu, who payed a visit to the
house. Brother Oprisu is now serving in the Navy. William Woolsey,
former active, has been called to the
service of his country in the United
States Naval Air Force. Brother
Woolsey left the institute at the close
of his sophomore year to work in the
south defense plant. He was majoring in electrical engineering.

Alpha Tau Omega
Sunday, August
15, proved to be a
very enjoyable day
for Alpha Tau's and
their dates. The occasion was a day's
outing at Shakamak State Park. Over twenty members and their guests made the trip
and contributed to the success of
the
party. The day was spent in swimming and hiking, some even finding
enough energy to go bicycle riding.
Mrs. Srofe, the A.T.O. house mother,
prepared one of her wonderful
basket dinners for those living there,
while those not living in the house
furnished their own lunch.
A large number of alumni and
actives gathered at the fraternity
house on Saturday, August 21, to
spend an evening together. The time
was spent in playing cards or just
talking. Everyone always enjoys
hearing the alumni reminisce and
during the whole evening a group
could always be found listening with
interest to what the "old-timers" had
to say.
The entire chapter of Gamma
Gamma attended the First Baptist
Church on August 29.
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Famous dates in the history of Radar

1922. Naval Laboratory, Anacoatia,D.C.
Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor and Leo C. Young, observing
that radio signals were reflected by passing ships,
saw in it a means of detecting enemy vessels in
darkness and fog. This was the birth of Radar!

What goes on
under a Nazi pilot's cap?
1937. Bloomfield, N.J. Westinghouse

DUT YOURSELF IN HIS PLACE...

swiftly
r in his cockpitAxisclimbing
airfield into a

away from an
pitch-black night ... bomb racks
loaded ... heading for Yank-held
territory.
How would your mind work
(under a Nazi bonnet), if you
knew Radar's sleepless, X-ray
"eyes" were waiting up to greet
you . . . on warships, airfields,
and lookout posts of the United
Nations' forces?
What would you be thinking ...
knowing that Radar was robbing
you of "surprise", the attacker's
one tactical advantage ... detecting you as much as 130 miles from
your target?Always watching you
... in storm, clouds, and fog ...
five miles up or skimming the
waves!... marking you for ambush and destruction!

When the flak whams accurately
through the clouds to rip jagged
wing holes; when you meet night
fighters who need no flame from
your exhausts for true aiming,
wouldn't you momentarily doubt
the infallibility of the "master
race"?
Wouldn't you nurse a scowling
respect for American ingenuity ?
For Radar was developed in the
United States ... pretty much
the product of Navy and Army
research laboratories w'ho weren't
as unprepared as you thought.
And shouldn't it occur to you
that a fellow can't win when he's
fighting against a nation with the
inventiveness and resources to
produce weapons like this?
Westinghouse Electric& Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

developed the key electronic tube for the U. S. Army's
first Radar equipment used to detect aircraft.
Radar focuses invisible,ultra-high-frequency waves
traveling at 186,000 miles per second.

1941. Pearl Harbor,T.H. Approaching Jap
bombers were detected by a Westinghouse-made
Radar Is hen 132 miles distant. Because a flight of
American planes was expected, no warning was
sounded.

Westinghouse was making Radar 18 months before Pearl Harbor. Since then, Westinghouse production of radio communications equipment, including Radar, has increased 41 times!

Westinghouse
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES ... OFFICES EVERYWHERE
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1943. On every front Radar has revolutionized naval and air battle tactics .. .and multiplied
a hundredfold the range of human vision In days
to come Radar will guide air transports and ocean
liners sa
'
fely through fog and darkness.
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AERIAL BOMBARDMENT should be provided. Considerable building, well down from the roof
length of time has to be spent in the and high enough above the ground to
PROTECTION
(Continued from Page 7)
these being to deflect bombs. However, it is impossible to tell whether
the bomb will strike at an angle to
be deflected or whether it will strike
perpendicular to the roof surface.
Tunnels may be constructed to advantage, but must go quite deep if
safety is to be assured. Many independent exits should be provided and
particular precautions should be
taken against gas. In London, portions of the subway system are being
used as shelters.
There are a few general requirements for shelters of any type. Entrances should be numerous and large
enough to allow persons to enter. No
matter how small the shelter there
should be at least two exits, since
one may be barred by debris. In any
structure housing more than a few
persons, a gas lock of a double set of
doors should be provided so as to
allow passage into the shelter without permitting gas to enter. It is well
to have the lock large enough for
people to take off contaminated
clothing and substitute clean clothing. A supply of clean clothing
should be stored in the shelter at all
times.
Ventilation must be afforded in
the shelter chamber as well as the
lock chamber. The importance of
ventilation depends on the capacity
of the shelter, the likelihood of gas
attacks, and the probable duration
of a raid. Even when gas is not used,
some means of ventilation is desirable to expel carbon dioxide and
moisture. Authorities generally agree
that a person in a hermetically sealed
room requires a minimum of 35
cubic feet of air for one hour's occupancy. A motor driven blower should
be installed to take air in from a
considerable height above the poisongas line or through filtration units.
A hand operated ventilation blower
as a stand by may prove valuable,
since one may be damaged or destroyed.
In any but.an emergency shelter,
lavatories and toilet accommodations
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shelter while measures are taken to
decontaminate the outside surroundings and to allow the air to clear. In
shelters above ground the disposal
may be to the regular sewers, but in
shelters below the ground the sewers
will probably be too high, and disposal must be obtained by chemical
closets, septic tanks, or by drainage
into special sewers.
Water supply may be from the
city mains, but a second source is
desirable. This source may be a
storage tank. Water should be available in different quantities for drinking and washing and for showers in
larger shelters.
Other secondary utilities would
include food, and crowbars, picks,
and shovels for digging out should
the entrance become blocked. Electricity should be provided for lighting and for the operation of ventilating fan motors. All shelters should
have first aid kits.
Bomb shelters may be constructed
inside of buildings of a number of
stories. The advantages of shelters
within buildings are that they are
easily accessible to occupants of the
building and can be kept warm and
liveable. The rooms for shelter
should be in toward the center of the

avoid collection of poison-gas and
water from bursted mains. It is better
to have several small shelters in
preference to one large one in a
building. In general, shelters within
buildings can be constructed to give
approximately the same degree of
protection and convenience that can
be afforded by external shelters.
The designer, faced with the problem of a shelter to resist direct hits,
soon realizes that it is entirely outside the realm of conventional problems in reinforced concrete structures. When a bomb detonates in
contact with a structure, kinetic
energy is released. A 1000 pound
bomb dropped from 10,000 feet
possesses 9 million foot-pounds of impact energy. The problem of resisting such large dynamic forces is
a new one for engineers. It is a field
where there is no established theory
of design. The problem is not hopeless, however, as engineers have
faced similar difficulties before and
from a few observations and the application of common sense they have
been able to design structures which
have been safe, if not economical.
If possible, shelters should be designed with a thought towards use
(Continued on Page 24)

Interior of Armco Air Raid Shelter.
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MACHINE-WELDING ARTERIES FOR INDUSTRY
D ACING under a shower of white-hot
I‘ oxyacetylene flames at speeds up to
200 feet per minute,formed metal strip
is quickly converted into welded tubing.
Tubing produced by this Airco automatic welding method is characterized
by strength, shock-resistance, and uniform wall thickness— and especially by
its speedy manufacture and low 'cost.
Because of these advantages, tubing weldBUY ed by the Airco autoVNITED
STATES
matic method has found
WA R
SAVINGS
wide range of uses in
a
BONDS
STAMPS
from drive
industry
shafts in trucks and

tanks to its more common role in distributing gas,oil and water in machinery
of production and war.
This use of the oxyacetylene flame is
another example of how Airco research
is extending the benefits of flame and
arc processes to many manufacturing
operations. By constantly increasing the
efficient application of these processes,
Airco research has broadened their usefulness to industry.
If you want to keep posted on flame
and arc developments, write for a free
copy of "Airco in the News." Address
Air Reduction, Room 1656,60 East 42nd
Street, New York.

Alll
REDUCTION
&era/OAri
60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y.
In Texas:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
General Offices: HOUSTON, TEXAS

•

IDLE CYLINDERS ARE PRODUCTION SLACKERS: KEEP 'EN' 'ROLLING
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AERIAL BOMBARDMENT here as those in Europe is quite re- coatings and insulating varnishes.
mote in this war. Protection against
PROTECTION
It is this aspect of controlled dry(Continued from Page 22)
in peacetime. An excellent example
of this is Union Square of San Francisco, California, where an underground multi-story garage may also
be used as an air raid shelter. Shelters near factories are expected to
have a peace time use as storage
sheds. Refuges near banks and in
financial districts may do service as
vaults or depositories for precious
metals. Many other schemes have
been advanced so that some benefit
might be realized in peacetime for
the rather large cost involved in the
construction of shelters. However,
provision for peacetime use should
not be permitted to decrease the
efficiency of the shelter as such.
It has been indicated that it is not
feasible to provide protection against
direct hits or heavy bombs. Even
secondary protection involves a tremendous outlay of money, materials,
and men. The possibility of intense
bombings on as large a scale over

gas may or may not be important
but it is well to give some thought
to the methods for providing protection. This problem of aerial bombardment protection clearly justifies
the phrase that man's genius for destruction seems to exceed his capacity for construction.

ing that opens up an entirely new
principle as interesting and revolutionary as the production of synthetic rubber or 100-octane aviation
gas—it is quite conceivable that
drying oil molecules can be tailored
precisely to a given need. In this, too,•
lies the future fate of tung oil itself.
A natural product, its supply will
RESEARCH AND
vary with the climate and other
DEVELOPMENT
growing conditions. A synthetic pro(Continued from Page 14)
duct, on the other hand, can be held
however, accomplished with heat, to precise specifications with scarcely
pressure, steam, vacuum, and cata- a variation in uniformity and can
lysts.
usually be supplied in whatever
Woburn has two new products— volume the market demands.
Conjulin, a conjugated double bond
oil produced from linseed and ConThe young man had offered his
jusoy, a conjugated double bond oil
from soybean oil. Conjulin is prob- hand to a fair damsel.
"Before giving my decision," she
ably the nearest approach to tung
said,
"I wish to ask a question."
that has yet been introduced. Woburn supplies two types, one faster Then, as he nodded assent: "Do you
in gelation than the other. The slower drink anything?"
type is more suited to varnishes and
The young man replied with no
paints while the faster type is used hesitation: "Anything."
in brake-lining compounds, fabric
And she fell into his arms.

0

Louisville Bridge & Iron
Company
Incorporated 1865

Engineers, Fabricators and Erectors of Steel Bridges,
Steel Buildings
Stock Steel for Prompt Shipment
SEND US YOUR PLANS

Offices: 1 1 th and Oak Streets
Louisville
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MARSHAL-KIRBY
(Continued from Page 5)

(capacity 100 lbs.) As a final check,
the contents of the can is tasted.
The egg mass is poured from the
cans into a horizontal trough
equipped with blades, similar to
lawn-mower blades, for the purpose
of mixing the liquid mass. The bottom of the trough has an agitator to
make the mass as homogeneous as is
mechanically possible. Large cans
with a capacity of thirty pounds are
placed on scales at the end of the
trough and by means of a tap, the egg
mass is allowed to flow into the cans.
The scale shows when the proper
amount of liquid has been placed in
the can.

Temperature

Scratchboard drawing in Higgins Ink by W Parke Johnson.
Courtesy of American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

HIGGII1S INKS
more power to your pen
Higgins completes the power circuit between your brain,
eyes, hand, pen and board. An ink whose jet-black fluidity
lends itself to your every mood. For clean drawings devoid
of bubbles, chips or jagged edges, use Higgins.
This and other illustrations appear in Higgins new
"Techniques.", One copy free to art instructors writing
on school stationery. All others 50 cents.

All the operations in the breaking
room are carried out at temperatures not exceeding 60° F and not
below 40° F. The reason for the limited temperature range is that at temperatures higher than the ones men271 'NINTH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y., IL S. A.
tioned, the bacteria count rises. The
only
the
temperature factor is not
one affecting the bacteria count. All
equipment is steam-sterilized before cans are placed in a trough of flow- egg particles are sprayed into this
using and the breaking room is ing water. The water thaws the eggs current, they are dried very rapidly
washed with a disinfectant every to such an extent that they are in- and thrown to the sides of the cone
evening. The capacity of the plant is troduced into the crusher. In the due to centrifugal force. The partwo thousand thirty pound cans per crusher the eggs are crushed into ticles of egg are knocked from the
small particles. The crushed eggs are sides of the cone by means of a vibworking day (twelve hours).
then put into the thawing tubs which rator and from the top by a broom.
are butter churns provided with The spent air rises in the center and
Freezing Eggs
openings for steam in the walls. passes out through the top at a temA standing rule among egg-dehyAfter the eggs have•been completely perature of 160° F.
be
should
draters is that the eggs
they are pumped through a
thawed,
The air is drawn in and passed
frozen as fast as possible. The liquid
inch
into
screen
one
of
sixteen
two
through spun glass filters, pulled
eggs are taken directly from the
two
egg
these
From
the
tanks
tanks.
through a battery of twenty-six
breaking room in thirty pound cans
are
pumped
into
the
dryer
particles
heaters, and then is ready for rerange
temperature
The
freezer.
to the
a
of
from
under
pressure
to
3000
circulation through the apparatus.
(maxiF
0°
from
is
freezer
in the
per
inch.
pounds
square
3500
These
furnaces or burners are so
-30°
approximately
mum) down to
arranged
that if one ceases operation
F,
thirty
-10°
of
The dryer is a large funnel-shaped
F. At a temperature
a fault, the others also
because
of
into
machine, the height of which is
pound masses of eggs will freeze
cease
operating. The air duct and
a solid in about ten to twenty-four about forty feet and the diameter, at
hours depending largely upon how the top, about twenty feet. Through the egg feed chamber are both conthe cans are placed in the freezer. a hole in the center of the top are trolled by gate valves which allows
Rapid freezing also keeps the bac- projected two nozzles to spray the the operator to change the proporteria count down. The frozen eggs liquid egg and a large duct entering
tion of air and feed. The air is passed
are kept in storage until such time tangentially at the side introduces
through filters and cloths to make
as they are needed in the drying de- the heated air at a temperature of
sure
that minute particles of the
partment. When the dryer is ready 300° F. The air follows a whirlwind
for a new batch, the thirty pound motion inside the cone. As the liquid dried product do not escape.

HIGGII1S leNli CO., IJVC.
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Packing and Shipping

the product and the raw material.
The moisture content of a fresh egg
is about 73% while the dehydrated
product is only 5% water by weight.
A case of eggs (30 dozen) produces
10 pounds of dehydrated product.

The powdered egg is collected in
large trays and taken to the airconditioned packing room. In this
packing room, the egg is cooled down
to a temperature of 95° F. or less
before the packing is started. The Importance of Dried Eggs
cooled egg is passed through sixteen
During war time, dried eggs are
mesh screens and then the product of special importance. The dehyis placed in barrels and boxes. The drated eggs must withstand any
barrels have two waterproof linings, climate without refrigeration for a
the inner lining 15% saturated with period of six months without spoilparaffin and the outer layer 60% age. This property makes it possible
saturated with the same material. to send eggs to our fighting men in
The barrels hold 190 pounds and the any field of battle. The Russians reboxes hold 110 pounds. The boxes ceive tremendous quantities of dried
are lined on the inside with tin and eggs from the United States. These
after the egg has been placed in the dried eggs also save very valuable
box, the tin is soldered shut. The box cargo space because of the reduction
is so designed that it will float with- of volume due to the dehydration.
out absorbing moisture. All containThree years ago the production of
ers are weighed to the nearest dried eggs amounted to only 8,000,quarter of a pound. The value of the 000 pounds which were produced by
product is placed at about $1.20 to eighteen plants. There are now more
$1.30 per pound. The packed con- than 100 plants working three shifts
tainers are stored in a cooler at a a day and the goal of production for
temperature below 50° F.
this year is 450,000,000 pounds. In
Laboratory Test
order to produce this poundage of
The company has a modern labo- dried product it is necessary to use
ratory equipped to test for moisture 16,200,000,000 eggs which shows the
content, bacteria count, Ph value, large demand for dehydrated prodand other pertinent data for both ucts overseas.
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Men of Rose
May we call
attention to our

Complete
Printing Service
Rapid, accurate
execution of your
printing requirements
at reasonable prices

Moore-Langen
Ptg. & Pub. Co.
1 40 North 6th St.
TERRE HAUTE,IND.
Photo by Lundgren

Large Cyclone Dryer.
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SUPERCHARGERS
(Continued from Page 9)
for altitudes over 12,000 ft. Above
this altitude a compression ratio of
more than 11:1 would be needed for
satisfactory results and since there
is no cooler these pressures would
heat the air above 275° F. This two
speed supercharger was practically
the only type of supercharger used
on American planes during the late
twenties. The two stage mechanical
supercharger employs two impellers
and utilizes some form of cooler. The
power is obtained in the same manner as was obtained by the two speed
supercharger. After passing through
the first impeller, the flow of air is
generally routed through an intercooler and then to the second impeller. The fmal collector ring is
partially surrounded by the intercooler so the compressed air is also
cooled as it flows toward the carburetor. The two impellers in this
process are generally run on concentric shafts and the coolant circulated through the intercooler is
cooled by an external radiator. This
type of supercharger has a critical
altitude of about 20,000 ft., an increase of over a mile when compared
to the two speed type. The great advantage of the two stage over the
two speed is the fact that the temperature of the air entering the carburetor and cylinders can be regulated. One popular modification of
this type is to compress the air before entering the carburetor and then
compressing the mixture just before
it enters the cylinders. The turbosupercharger has no mechanical connection with the engine but obtains
its power from the pressure of the
exhaust gases. The exhaust is forced
through a turbine whose shaft is connected to the impeller of the compression unit. The compression units
are exactly as the mechanical type
being either two speed or two stage.
Mechanical power is not subtracted
from the engine with this type but a
back pressure in the exhaust will
cause some power loss in the engine.
It has already been shown that as
the weight becomes greater the atSEPTEMBER, 1943

Production

Greater
Machines
Man
Plain
fixture
tom 10.12
Use a
end
at each
of table

Climb mill in one
fixture and conventional mill in
the other—one machine and one set
of cutters often can
do the work of two.

/77

CONVENTIONAL
DOUBLE FIXTURE MILLING

'w'rCkLurds

[113•Si
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO.
Providence, R. I.

BROWN & SHARPE
mospheric pressure becomes less.
The lower the atmospheric pressure
the greater becomes the difference
between atmospheric pressure and
the engine exhaust pressure. The
turbine will increase its speed when
more force is applied. From observing these facts it is found that these
conditions approach the ideal form of
supercharger. As the altitude increases the pressure of the air entering the engine must be increased.
The atmospheric pressure is decreased causing the turbine to revolve faster. The turbine is connected to the impeller which when revolved faster will produce the desired effect of increasing the pressure
of air entering the engine. Turbosuperchargers have critical altitudes
above 30,000 ft. The upper limit is
generally determined by the quality
of the materials used. Several of the
parts, including the turbine, must
operate in the exhaust gases which
usually have a temperature between

1400° F. and 1800° F.
The type of supercharger used in
a plane depends upon the functions
of the plane itself. If a plane will
rarely be used above 15,000 ft., the
two speed mechanical supercharger
will be used because it has the simplest installation. Small light planes
and observation planes would enter
into this class. When the plane is
used between 15,000 ft. and 25,000
ft., the two stage or the turbo may
be used as one will have no great
advantage over the other. A light
bomber and light transports may enter into this division. Above 25,000
ft. the turbo supercharger is used
since it has a critical altitude of over
30,000 ft. In the present war the
plane that can obtain the highest altitude has the advantage over the
enemy and therefore most of the
American bombers and fighters are
being equipped with turbo superchargers. The latest development being used on the B-17 Flying Fortress
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and the P-47 Thunderbolt is a combination of the turbo and mechanical
superchargers. This combination is
lifting the planes to over 40,000 ft.
At present there is a great demand
for superchargers and this demand
will probably increase after the war.
The supercharger is one of the most
efficient methods of increasing power
output. By supercharging, the engineer can lower the "pound of engine
per pound of horsepower" ratio and
this means a smaller and lighter
engine in the average plane. Clouds,
storms, and other weather hazards
do not exist above 30,000 ft.; therefore conditions at this altitude are
ideal for long distance flights. Flying
at such heights is now being pioneered by bombers and at the close
of the war there will be many pilots
who can enter the commercial transport field with experience in high
altitude work.
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Robert G. Brittenbach,
20.000 FT.
m.e., '41, first lieutenant
ALTITUDE
in the U. S. army's 10th
1.88
air force, has won the Distinguished
10.000 FT
Flying Cross. The award was made
ALTITUDE
operafor
department
by the war
i.36
tional and combat missions in India,
0,000 FT
SEA LEVEL
Burma, and China. Lieutenant BritORDINARY
GEAR
TURBO
UNSUPERCHARGED
SUPERCHARGED
tenbach has been in India since
SUPERCHARGED
00
January. He was inducted into the
ENGINE POWER
army in October, 1941, at Fort BenAT ALT IT U D E
jamin Harrison. He enlisted and has
_ _
•Cq,
worked up to his present rank from
BELOW SEA LEVEL
200
than
more
private. He now has
Cut rout t ,411 Guttural Electrte
Comparison of various Superchargers at different altitudes.
flying hours to his credit. Lieutenant
Brittenbach was graduated from
Broad Ripple High School of Indian- Demise
apolis and came to Rose through a
Freitag-Weinhardt, Inc.
Word has been received of the
Over 40 Years Experience
scholarship.
death of John F. Denehie, e.e., '94,
Plumbing and Heating
Harold E. Bowsher, c.e., on April 8, 1943. Before his retire30-32 N. 6th St.
'42, Captain, is on tem- ment he had been an electrical engiPhone C-2394
porary duty in New York neer at the Louisville Gas and Elec.
Co.
City.
Ira B. Scudder, ch.e., '43,
Rose students were stunned by
HERB LEACH
is waiting assignment to a the death of Warren R. Thiesing, e.e.,
QUALITY SHOP
graduate school for army '43, of the United States Navy. SeaThings to Wear for Men who Care
engineering training. He has com- man Thiesing died June 15, 1943, at
523 Wabash
pleted his basic training at Keesler Great Lakes Training Station, Chicago, Illinois.
Field, Mississippi.
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FURFURAL-WATER
(Continued from Page 11)
glass which was provided with a
scale. Permatex No. 1 and No. 2
made satisfactory leak-proof joints.
The feed distributing plate was
fitted with eighteen 1/8-in. nipples,
2-in.
1
projecting below the plate /
this
to
brought
Feed solution was
exwhich
2 in. pipe
1
plate through /
flange
tended through the blank
serving as the column top. The solvent distributor consisted of a conical
spring 9 in. high, wound of 12-gage
2-in. pipe extending al1
wire, and a /
most to the apex. This spring distributor, which was suggested by Dr.
J. C. Elgin, worked very well.
The cross-section of the column

was 0.0884 sq. ft., and the effective
height was 13.58 ft., which gave an
effective volume of 1.201 cu. ft. The
2-in. porce1
packing material was /
lain Berl saddles obtained from
Maurice A. Knight, Akron, Ohio.
The saddles were dumped into the
column after it had been filled with
water. There are approximately
15,000 of these saddles per cu. ft.,
giving 151 sq. ft. of surface area, with
68(/( free space.
Just above the lowest flange of the
4-in. adjusting loop was
3
column a /
attached; it served the double purpose of removing the raffinate and
regulating the level of the interface.
A 1 in. iron pipe inserted just below
the top flange of the column served
to remove the extract. Both column
and raffinate discharge loop were
vented to the atmosphere.
Fisher and Porter No. 3 and No. 4
Rotameters with stainless steel floats
were used to indicate the rates of sol_
vent and feed entering, respectively.
The raffinate and extract were
measured by direct weighing to 0.02
pounds, these weights were taken as
the basis of the material balances.
positive
displacement
Viking
pumps, equipped with relief valves
4 horsepower explo1
and driven by /
sion-resisting motors, served to pump
the feed and solvent into the proper
constant-head tanks. The column,
tanks, pumps, and Rotameters, ex-

cept where otherwise noted, were
connected by 1/2 inch pipe.
Distilled water, prepared in one of
the evaporators in this laboratory,
was used for making up the feed.
The water had a specific gravity at
25° C.
4 C. of 0.9971, agreeing with the
literature value, and was very
slightly basic to brom-cresol green
(pH range 3.8-5.4).
The toluene was one degree nitration grade, obtained from the Indiana Gas and Chemical Corporation,
Terre Haute. It was redistilled.
The furfural, a pure grade obtained from the Quaker Oats Company, had a specific gravity of 1.1551
25° C.
at 4 C. compared with the specific
gravity of 1.1546 for the sample used
in determining the equilibrium distribution curve.
The water phase was made continuous and the toluene phase discontinuous. In order to determine
the proper location of the adjusting
loop to keep the interface at a given
gage mark on the top sight glass,
12
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and to determine the flooding velociCAMPUS SURVEY
ties, a series of preliminary experi(Continued from Page 18)
ments covering a considerable range
rotund gentleman in our
of flows was made, using pure water is the other
department).
education
physical
as the feed and pure toluene as the
were
told
that they
gentlemen
These
solvent.
would keep their trim figures while
Preparatory to making an actual they studied here at Rose. Coach
extraction, a aqueous solution of ap- Brown promptly showed them he
proximately 5 Vc furfural by weight could do it by introducing them to
was mixed in a large tank, using a our notorious obstacle course. In
Lightnin' mixer. This mixture was addition to the obstacle course,
pumped into the feed storage and Coach has the boys participate
constant head tanks; the solvent was in various athletic games. They
pumped into the corresponding sol- are allowed some choice here;
vent tanks. The temperature was they can play volley ball, basketball,
kept at 25° C.
or tennis. For some time, Mr. Brown
hoped
that some of the A.S.T.P. men
The column was filled with feed
to the proper level. Then solvent might be allowed to play football.
was admitted, and both feed and sol- After the army department vetoed
the
vent needle valves set to give the that, he hoped that at least
allowed to
might
be
R.O.T.C.
boys
desired rates of flow. The adjusting
loop in the raffinate line was set at play on a school team against an
army team, and that is being
the proper mark.
planned. At this writing, a civilian
Samples of feed, solvent, raffinate, team is being organized to play an
and extract were taken at regular army team that promises to have
intervals, and the specific gravity of some outstanding players on it.
the extract and raffinate determined
In addition to games, Phil Brown
immediately. Constant conditions has introduced the soldiers to his
were reached within from one half variety of calisthenics (fo' bit word
hour to two hours; then a timed run,
preferably an hour long was made,
samples of the four streams being
taken at regular intervals.

CLEO
COLA

Determination of the weight ratio
of furfural to solvent in each of the
streams was carried out by using
plots of specific gravity versus
weight ratio; the values so obtained
were found to check with values determined using hydroxylamine hydrochloride to form furanaldoxime
and titrating the liberated hydrochloric acid, as was done in deriving
the equilibrium curve.

meanin' settin' up exercises). These
are included in his three two-hour
periods a week at no extra charge.

Doubles Tennis Tournament
The Itennis tournament doubles
match has at last come to an end.
Kniptash and Powell beat Wade and
Boatman by a score of 6-3, 6-2, 6-2.
All contestants expressed their pleasure at the smooth way in which the
entire tournament was played. The
winners have been awarded cups in
recognition of their prowess.
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Welcome ...
Men of the Army
Terre Haute's largest and finest
store for young men hopes that your
billet in our city is both enjoyable
and successful.

HEINL'S FLOWER SHOP
129 So. 7th St.
Largest orchid growers in Western
Indiana
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As this is the only store in Terre
Haute featuring authorized uniforms
and insignias we await the opportunity of serving you. Here you will
find everything from a regulation
cap to regulation shoes.

THE FINEST AVAILABLE

From these data, the number and
height of a "transfer unit" was calculated for several velocities of flow
in the laboratory column. A plantscale column could be designed by
using the same height of transfer
unit for the same velocities of flow.
Dr. Knight is doing more research
on the same subject and the students
of Rose wish him the best of luck
with his endeavors.
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